a IC2134 and SL451 are located in the same frame. b SL769 is included for comparison purposes: its location corresponds to the inner disk, i.e. in our definition when the mean field turnoff becomes as bright as the clump. This occurs at R ∼ 4
• (see text). The field corresponds essentially to that of the Galaxy.
b The younger field turnoffs are younger than intermediate age (i.e. < 1Gyr) and outside of our age calibration.
c A significant fraction of younger stars is present. and metallicities for both a significant sample of clusters and their fields are determined homogeneously. We find that in most cases the stellar population of each star cluster is quite similar to that of the field where it is embedded, thus sharing its mean age and metallicity. The old population (t≥10 Gyr) is detected in most fields as a small concentration of stars on the horizontal branch blueward and faintward of the prominent clump. Three particular fields present remarkable properties: (i) The so far unique cluster ESO121-SC03 at ≈9 Gyr has a surrounding field which shares the same properties, which in turn is also unique in the sense that such a dominant old field component is not present Subject headings: galaxies: Magellanic Clouds -galaxies: star clusters
INTRODUCTION
Unveiling the star formation history and chemical enrichment of galaxies is critical for understanding how they form and evolve. In this respect, Local Group galaxies play a fundamental rôle (Hodge 1989) . The proximity of the Large Magellanic Cloud allows one to probe its stellar population properties with different techniques, namely photometry and spectroscopy of individual stars in clusters and the field, and integrated methods in the case of star clusters. Such studies for nearby galaxies are important to better understand very distant galaxies, whose stellar populations can only be probed by means of integrated properties.
Concerning field color-magnitude diagram (CMD) studies, ground-based observations have allowed the accurate study of the brighter evolutionary sequences, sampling relatively large fields throughout the LMC bar and disk (e.g. Butcher 1977 , Hardy et al. 1984 , Bertelli et al. 1992 , Westerlund, Linde & Lyngå 1995 , Vallenari et al. 1996 (Gallagher et al. 1996) and another near the SE end of the bar (Elson, Gilmore & Santiago 1997) show evidence for the major star-forming event to have ocurred ≈2 Gyr ago, in agreement with the ground-based studies. More recent HST studies (Holtzman et al. 1997 , Geha et al. 1998 ) have investigated three LMC fields at 3 o to 4 o from the bar center, one located in the north-east and two in the north-west.
Surprisingly, they are finding many more faint MS stars than expected and suggest that there has been more star formation in the past than previously believed. Their models, assuming a standard IMF slope, suggest that fully one half of the stars in these fields were formed more than 4 Gyr ago. Although the latter studies refer to their fields as "outer", we point out that in the present work we deal with genuine outer disk fields, well beyond any of these HST studies.
Integrated photometry of large star cluster samples of all ages have shown differences in the spatial distribution of age groups both in the bar region (Bica, Clariá & Dottori 1992) and the entire LMC . Differences in the spatial distribution among young groups have provided insight on the formation process and subsequent dynamical evolution of star cluster generations . This integrated photometry cluster sample has been compared with integrated star cluster color models and has provided constraints on the cluster formation history (Girardi & Bica 1993 , Girardi et al. 1995 .
CMDs of LMC star clusters have also revealed a large intermediate age population (1-3 Gyr), which is separated by a pronounced age gap from the old stellar population as denoted by a few genuine globular clusters (see Da Costa 1991, Suntzeff et al. 1992 , Olszewski, Suntzeff & Mateo 1996 for reviews). Recently, CMDs in the Washington system of a sample of candidate old clusters selected from the Bica et al. (1996) and Olszewski et al. (1991) studies revealed them to instead be of intermediate age (Geisler et al. 1997, hereafter Paper I). This study increased considerably the known sample of 1-3 Gyr old clusters with accurate age determinations, and reinforced the conclusion that a major formation epoch was preceded by a quiescent period of many Gyr, or that cluster dissipation has been more effective than generally believed (e.g. Olszewski 1993 ).
The objective of the present paper is to compare the properties of outer LMC clusters with those of their surrounding fields by using the same observational technique, and to infer the age-metallicity relation, and whether it depends on the spatial distribution throughout the LMC disk. In order to achieve this we employ Washington system C, T 1 bands and construct CMDs using the data of Paper I. Ages are inferred from the difference δT 1 between the giant branch clump and the turnoff (see also Paper I), and from the occurrence of particular stellar evolutionary sequences in the CMDs. The giant and subgiant branches allow one to derive metallicities using a technique analogous to that of Da Costa and Armandroff (1990) for VI photometry. However, our combination of Washington system filters is three times more metallicity sensitive than the VI system (Geisler & Sarajedini 1996 , allowing us to obtain accurate metallicities for both the clusters and their fields. The cluster/field sample and the observations are described in Section 2. The cluster and field CMDs are described in Section 3. Ages and metallicities are derived in Section 4. In Section 5 we discuss the chemical enrichment of the outer disk, and in Section 6 the presence of dual clumps in two fields is noted and the possibility of a depth effect in this portion of the LMC disk is discussed. Finally, the conclusions of this work are given in Section 7.
The Sample and Observations
The outer LMC disk is tilted at i≈45 o to the line of sight with the line of nodes at Θ ≈7 o , as indicated by the distribution of outlying star clusters (Lyngå & Westerlund 1963, see also Westerlund 1990 for a review). The total observed sample of clusters was first reported in Paper I. In the present paper we discuss in detail the 13 most distant outlying clusters from this sample and an additional inner cluster, SL769, included for comparison purposes, and their respective 13 surrounding fields (IC2134 and SL451 are located in the same frame). The star cluster designations in different catalogs and respective 1950 equatorial coordinates are listed in Table 1 . Galactic coordinates are also given in the Table: since the distribution of the present clusters covers as much as 15 o on the sky, variations of Galactic reddening are expected.
As a rule the clusters are centered in the frames, with some exceptions which were shifted to avoid bright stars. In the case of IC2134 and SL451 the frame was centered approximately halfway between the two clusters, as illustrated in Figure 1 , which also serves to illustrate typical clusters and field. The spatial distribution of the clusters is shown in Figure 2 . With the exception of OHSC37 which is located far east away from the disk body, the remaining clusters are consistent with an inclined disk as described above. We also show in Table 1 The observations were carried out with the CTIO 0.9m telescope in December, 1996 with the Tek2k #3 CCD, as described in Paper I. The scale on the chip is 0.40 ′′ per pixel, yielding an area 13.6 ′ × 13.6 ′ . SL769 was observed with the CTIO 4m in February, 1996 with the Tek2k #4 CCD, with similar pixel and areal coverage. The filters used for both runs were the Washington (Canterna 1976 ) C and Kron-Cousins R filters. The latter has significant throughput advantages over the standard Washington T 1 filter (Geisler 1996) .
In the present work, as in Paper I, we calibrate the observations in the C, T 1 system.
In particular this filter combination allows us to derive accurate metallicities based on the standard giant branch technique outlined in Geisler & Sarajedini (1996 . The data were reduced with the stand-alone version of DAOPHOT II (Stetson 1987 ) after trimming, bias subtraction and flat-fielding. More details on the observations, reductions and calibration procedures were given in Paper I.
After deriving the photometry for all detected objects in each filter, a cut was made on the basis of the parameters returned by DAOPHOT. Only objects with χ < 2, photometric error < 2σ more than the mean error at a given magnitude, and | Sharp |< 0.5 were kept in each filter (typically discarding about 10% of the objects), and then the remaining objects in the C and T 1 lists were matched with a tolerance of 1 pixel, and raw photometry obtained. This raw photometry was then transformed to the standard Washington system as outlined in Paper I. Final calibrated photometry for each cluster (Table 2a -n) is available on the electronic AJ database.
We present in Figs. 3a to 3n the star cluster CMDs. The cluster radii were selected by eye judging the variation of the stellar density in the cluster surroundings, and ranged from 50-200 pixels, with a typical value of 75 pixels (30 ′′ ). These radii are intended to optimize the cluster CMD sequences to avoid field contamination as much as possible. The radius in pixels for the extraction of each cluster is indicated in the corresponding CMD in Fig. 3 .
We checked on the extent of field contamination of each cluster CMD by obtaining an equal-area field CMD composed of the addition of CMDs derived from 4 different fields, each of an area 1/4 that of the cluster and lying far away from the cluster . Note that such a comparison will overestimate field contamination since the photometric limit within the cluster will be brighter than in the field and more stars will be discarded from the cluster because of larger photometric errors, due to increased crowding. Nevertheless, in only 1 outlying cluster was the number of stars obtained in the equal-area field significantly more than 1/4 of the stars in the cluster CMD. The typical ratio was only ∼ 10%. Thus, we did not perform any statistical subtraction of the field contamination from the cluster CMDs.
We have also checked cluster extent on the basis of star counts and structural parameters and how it may be contributing to the surrounding fields in our frames. Three clusters in our sample have been studied by Kontizas, Hatzidimitriou & Kontizas (1987) , namely SL 388 (LW 186), IC 2134 (LW 198) and SL 842 (LW 399) for which they could detect cluster stars as far as r = 1.4 ′ , r = 1.4 ′ and r = 1.7 ′ respectively. Our selected radii for these clusters were 0.5 ′ , 0.5 ′ and 0.4 ′ . Thus, our cluster radii are conservative and -9 -should minimize field contamination.
We have also obtained CMDs for each field, excluding the pixels within a radius twice that used for the cluster, which minimizes contamination of the field by cluster stars. The tidal radii derived by Kontizas et al. for the three clusters (r t = 3 ′ , r t = 6.2 ′ and r t = 3.1 ′ respectively) are within the limits of the fields so defined. However, our criterion of field extraction is comparable to the detection limits of star counts, and the contribution of cluster stars to the field CMD, especially from clusters as relatively poorly populated as our sample, should not be significant. The tidal radius of ESO121-SC03 is 2.35 ′ according to Mateo, Hodge & Schommer (1986) . Notice that the cluster CMD extraction (Figure 3i) is for r< 1.33 ′ , so that the field extraction corresponds to r> 2.67 ′ , thus beyond the cluster tidal radius. The field CMDs are shown in Figs. 4a to 4m.
Description of CMDs
The cluster CMDs (Fig. 3) are typical of intermediate age clusters (IACs) with turnoffs ranging from magnitude levels slightly below the clump of He-burning stars to as much as 2 mag. below. The only exception is ESO121SC03 which is considerably older. See Paper I for a discussion of the clump to turnoff magnitude difference and its relation to age.
Fields
The uniform large size of the present frames is particularly suitable for the study of the brighter sequences of field stellar populations. The number of stars seen in the field CMDs (Fig. 4) is clearly correlated with the deprojected angular distances R from the bar center (Table 1 ). The radial dependance of several CMD features is also noteworthy. The properties of our inner disk cluster sample and their fields will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.
Derivation of Ages and Metallicities

Ages
The utility of age determinations based on the magnitude difference between the clump/HB and the turnoff for IACs and old clusters is well known (see Phelps, Janes
& Montgomery 1994 for Galactic open clusters)
. In Paper I we defined and calibrated such a method for δT 1 and applied it to our LMC cluster sample, including most of the present ones. In the present study we have rigorously eliminated photometric outliers. As a consequence, the CMDs were improved. We remeasured δT 1 values and in some cases small differences appeared with respect to Paper I values. Such differences were almost always within the errors, averaging only 0.15 Gyr. Age determinations by two independent investigators yielded ages within 0.3 Gyr in the mean, with a standard deviation of 0.3
Gyr. We also ranked the clusters according to turnoff morphology and reddening corrected magnitudes taking into account the foreground E(B-V) G values ( Table 4 ). The derived ages are given in Table 3 . These values should be preferred over those given in Paper I.
Since the fields are in most cases obviously composite in age, we measure the δT 1 value of the youngest well-populated turnoff and use the age calibration from Paper I to derive the representative age given in Table 3 . Although there are some fields with small numbers of younger stars, most of the stars in these fields are as old as or older than the given age. We cannot place any useful constraints on the proportion of turnoff stars in each field older than ∼ 4 Gyr as our photometry is not sufficient for the challenge. However, we do note that in the field with our deepest photometry (SL769, obtained with the 4m) one can follow the subgiant branch down to a level which corresponds roughly with that shown by ESO121-SC03, i.e. the faintest subgiants in the SL769 field are consistent with an old (∼ 9Gyr) age. In some of the other fields, similarly faint subgiants can be seen.
Comparing the ages for the clusters with the surrounding fields as determined above we conclude that they are similar, which suggests that in general the cluster has the same origin as the surrounding field population.
Metallicities
Da Costa and Armandroff (1990) showed the utility of the (V − I) color of the red giant branch for measuring metallicities in old stellar populations. This method now sees very wide use, and is the preferred technique, e.g., for HST WFPC2 observations of the stellar populations in distant Galactic globular clusters and nearby galaxies.
Geisler (1994) and Geisler and Sarajedini (1996) introduced a similar technique using the (C − T 1 ) color of the Washington system and demonstrated that it had much potential for deriving metal abundances in distant objects, with a metallicity sensitivity greatly exceeding that of (V − I). Geisler and Sarajedini (1998) The ability to derive accurate metallicities for our program clusters and fields using this new technique was one of our primary motivations for using the Washington system in the current study.
However, the fiducial clusters used by Geisler and Sarajedini (1998) disk is considerable, so we decided to use a foreground reddening E(B-V) G depending on the Galactic coordinates (Table 1) and the values from the maps by Burstein & Heiles (1982) .
The results are in Table 4 . The reddening values for our entire LMC cluster sample vary from 0.00 to 0.10, except for OHSC37, which is located at a lower Galactic latitude and consequently has a higher reddening. Since we are dealing with the outer LMC, the disk internal reddening is expected to be negligible. We note that an increase of the assumed reddening by E(B-V)=0.03 decreases the derived metallicity (see below) by 0.12 dex.
We then derived metallicities for each of the 11 comparison clusters by interpolating by eye among the standard giant branches. Table 4 . In a few cases, the metallicities were difficult or virtually impossible to determine because of the lack of bright giants -these cases are marked with colons or dashes in the Table and any derived metallicities are more uncertain. Note that the fields generally showed a significant range in metallicity, amounting to ∼ 0.5dex (although some of this scatter can be explained by Galactic field star contamination or LMC AGB stars), and that the values quoted are crude means. The offset is required for any intermediate age objects, which is the case for all but one of our LMC clusters and most of the field stars. However, note that our value for ESO121SC03, as derived from Figure 8, has not been corrected, since this is an old cluster . Our derived metallicity is only 0.17 dex lower than that of Olszewski et al. for this cluster , showing good agreement. In the case of any field stars that are significantly older than ∼ 4 Gyr, our corrected metallicity will represent an overestimate. However, such stars appear to be a very small minority in our fields.
In order to get an estimate of the errors involved in the metallicity derived from our interpolation procedure, two of us made independent measurements. We got the following For these 7 clusters , we derive a mean difference of only 0.04 dex (our values are more metal-rich ), with σ = 0.34 dex. Given that their errors are similar to ours, this is exactly the value expected if no other sources of error are present. Of course, we have used 5 of these clusters to derive the offset, but these represented <1/2 the total number of clusters used.
Chemical Enrichment
Olszewski et al. (1991) studied the chemical enrichment of the LMC based on ages from CMDs and metallicities derived from Ca II triplet spectroscopy of some individual giants. They obtained <[Fe/H]>= −0.42 for 17 clusters with ages in the same range as for our sample (1-3 Gyr). In Paper I we increased the sample of well-studied IACs by combining ages from new CMDs with metallicities from Olszewski et al. (1991) . We found evidence of a larger dispersion of metallicities at intermediate ages in the sense that some outer clusters were more metal poor than the average. In the present study we revisit this issue for our outer disk sample and their fields, using the ages and metallicities derived here. Our method relies on a larger number of stars per cluster (Olszewski et al. generally observed only ∼ 2 stars per cluster while we generally have 5 or more to determine the giant branch locus); the relative metallicity errors are similar.
The results are shown in Figure 9 , where we plot clusters and fields, as well as some have suggested lower metallicities for such objects might be more appropriate. In an early study including a large sample of IACs using narrow band integrated photometry, Bica, Dottori & Pastoriza (1986) derived metallicities similar to the present ones. Although ages for LMC IACs in that study were mostly based on LMC calibrators available at that time and require revision, the metallicities were derived from reference Galactic open and globular clusters with accurate abundances. Richtler et al. (1989) and Richtler (1993) derive values of -0.7 to -0.9 for several young LMC clusters using Strömgren photometry and high resolution spectroscopy. Vallenari et al. (1991) find a metallicity of -0.6 for the IAC NGC 2164. As for the LMC field, there are also several recent indications that we may need to revise metallicity estimates downwards. Geha et al. (1998) Thus, we conclude that intermediate age LMC clusters and fields, especially in the outer disk, may be more metal-poor than previously generally regarded. More spectroscopic and photometric studies with a large number of giants per cluster for a larger sample of IACs would help clarify this question.
Dual clumps
The fields of SL388 and SL509 (Fig.4) , located together in the northern part of the LMC (Fig.2) , present a unique feature: a populated secondary clump ≈0.45 mag fainter than the prominent main clump seen in all other fields. This fainter clump in the CMD is also slightly bluer, which suggests a lower metallicity and/or older age. The lower clump stars are found uniformly across both fields. This feature might be interpreted as a depth structure consisting of a layer of stars located approximately 10 Kpc behind the LMC, at a distance comparable to that of the SMC. The fact that the fields of SL509 and SL388 are separated by only ≈1 o on the sky sets a lower limit to the size of that possible structure of about 1 Kpc. An alternative explanation might be the presence of a dwarf companion to the LMC. In the SMC the occurrence of depth effects is well documented both in the field stellar component (Hatzidimitriou & Hawkins 1989) and in velocity space for the HI distribution (Mathewson & Ford 1984) . A stellar bridge exists between the Clouds having arisen from their past interaction (Irwin, Demers & Kunkel 1990) , and two concentrations in the bridge and one in the extreme of the SMC wing may evolve into dwarf galaxies (Bica & Schmitt 1995) . All this evidence suggests that depth effects or dwarf galaxies might also occur elsewhere in the Magellanic System, as debris from interactions.
Arguments against this interpretation are that, if it is a superposition of two similar populations at different distances, one would expect at least greater scatter in the principal CMD sequences, yet this is not the case. More importantly, SL509 itself shows the same dual clump, with the fainter clump even more pronounced with respect to the brighter clump than seen in the field CMD, and an equal-area field reinforces this. Also, there is a hint of a dual clump in the very populous SL769 field, located many degrees away. More studies are needed to investigate this intriguing feature.
Conclusions
By using Washington system color-magnitude diagrams of a large sample of IACs and their surrounding fields in the LMC outer disk we were able to derive ages and metallicities.
The cluster stellar population is a major component of the field where it is embedded, thus sharing its mean age and metallicity properties, except in three cases where the clusters are ≈0.3 dex more metal poor than the field, suggesting that the chemical enrichment was not globally homogeneous in the LMC. Our data is consistent with a scenario in which local star formation events generated both the clusters and a significant part of their surrounding stellar fields. Thus during the last 1-3 Gyr the dynamical evolution of the disk has not significantly taken them apart, which provides information on the diffusion time-scale and mixing of stellar generations in the disk. The old population (t≥10 Gyr) is detected in most fields as a small concentration of stars on the horizontal branch blueward and faintward of the prominent clump.
The unique cluster ESO121-SC03 at ≈9 Gyr has a surrounding field which shares the same stellar population . No other field so far studied is dominated by such an old population. One possibility would be that a field and cluster population coupling might last that long. Alternatively, we might be dealing with a building block recently accreted by the LMC in the form of a dwarf galaxy.
One IAC cluster (OHSC37) is so far from the LMC body that no surrounding LMC field is detected. The present observations suggest that the LMC stellar disk extends out to between ∼ 11 − 13 kpc in deprojected radius. In the northern part of the LMC outer disk the fields of SL388 and SL509 present evidence of a depth effect with a secondary component located behind the LMC disk at a distance comparable to that of the SMC. A background layer of stars in the LMC was possibly detected, and its size is at least ≈1 kpc, comparable to that of a dwarf galaxy. The peculiar location of the cluster OHSC37 and the depth effect in the SL 388 and SL 509 fields might be explained as debris from previous interactions of the LMC with the Galaxy and/or the SMC.
The average metallicity derived for the present outer disk IACs is (open square). The age for the field corresponding to SL126 located at (9.4, -0.5) is a lower limit (Table 3 ). The curve shows the mean age-metallicity relation derived by Olszewski et al. (1991) for IACs. 
